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Selections Pick-4 Ticket
1 4-2a-6 5 4-3-7 9 2-3-6 Race 8:  5, 8 

Race 9:  2, 3, 6 
Race 10:  1, 2, 5 
Race 11:  6, 7 

Total Stake:  $36

2 4-5-1 6 1-9-6 10 1-2-5

3 4-5-9 7 5-4-1 11 6-7-1

4 8-4-2 8 8-5-9 12 7-3-1

A Closer Look
This section features more in-depth analysis on selected events from each card of racing at 
Northville Downs, with something for the novice player and seasoned handicapper alike.

Race 1 Race 9
4 - SL ROYAL GEORGE has ramped up into his very best recent 
form at a fine time to win this key race with a repeat performance 
of like. He overcame a rough post last time and is among the best 
at maintaining rated speed in the lineup. Value comes from 
exotics. 2a - ULTIMATE WINNER broke to start affairs last week, 
and I'm inclined to excuse that based on a recent form-reversal 
mile that also saw this Zubkoff trainee take to a prominent 
position. Second-row start might aid. 6 - FORT COMMANDER 
has improved sizeably in recent weeks. Post a mild challenge for 
this highly mobile player with solid passing talent. Some value 
possible.

2 - VOW TO WOW was just narrowly defeated in the F&M Open 
last week and seeks to avenge the outing today. This mile should 
be a wonderful combination of strategy and hustle. Minor edge to 
this West and Merriman team noting quality mix of speed and 
tactical application. Link to others for best value.  Definitive class 
record noted, too. 3 -  PUMPKINSPICELATTE had a difficult mile in 
previous local Open company, broken equipment reported. Better 
post today can also help. Consider the price player of the race and 
potentially the whole card. She had been gearing up recently with 
great miles prior in lower levels, showing enough raw speed to play 
for high stakes. 6 - DANIKOVA may have the toughest spot on this 
row, but has demonstrated enough passing ability to get into the 
game. Can spark exotics.

Race 7 Race 12
5 - LUCKEY STORMIN is our top call in another high-dollar 
contest tonight. Wired Open company convincingly last week 
after struggling in a Scioto appearance. Recent weeks suggest 
the classic horses-for-courses angle.  Why argue? Strong call, 
but likely needs to lead or be close early for best. 4 - MUSCLES 
FOR LIFE kicked past many rivals to win convincingly in his 
Open. Post could be easier; could sit back or float. 1 - 
KRISTY'SGINGERGAL struggled throughout her Open 
appearance last week.  Draws pole again; many recent miles 
suggest more than a punter's chance to make amends. The win 
at seven times your money two prior was against horses 
appearing in the race. Consider to share. Wins with best. 

7 - BELIEVE IN BRIAN received about two weeks off due to illness 
almost a month ago, but has bounced back into the game 
attractively, taking a solid second-place in like company. Makes the 
critical second start after interruption.  Will almost assuredly leave. 
Emphatic call. 3 - EATAAMSALLFIREDUP has an ability to make a 
long, steady grind to good results as seen last week in his much-
improved third-place finish. He'll get a little speed to chase. Good 
level for him to keep building upon.  Mid-price player.  1 - PACIN 
GRAYSON presents an interesting angle.  Prime draw for pari-
mutuel debut, much improved in his preparatory mile.  Consider 
this: improving by exactly the same raw numeric and distance 
amounts again this week logically puts him on the board! Highly 
useful for deeper exotics.

Race 8 Driver Selections
Our look at the high-value card Northville features tonight 
continues with interest about 8 - WORTH A WHISPER in the 
Mini-Series Final. Steady improvement across the month and a 
proven ability to pass not only tired foes but some other strong 
hitters makes this horse a top choice. Has the best array of 
choices off the gate, in our opinion. 5 - TRAVLIN SWAN has 
been a horse of interest in this review recently and deserves 
attention today, as well. He made the lead last week, yet was 
caught late. Can launch into an early presser-stalker position, 
thus benefitting from any excessive speed. 9 - ABSOLUT 
UNCERTENTY came to town and delivered two appealing miles. 
This will be his toughest challenge to recent date, but he's 
among the freshest of the lineup and likes the oval. Back-row 
start keeps him close.

Race 1 
Scott Altizer: #1 over #1a 

Race 3 
Justin Irvine: #2 over #6 
David Lake: #7 over #8 

Race 4 
David Lake: #4 over #6 

Race 6 
Kody Massey: #4 over #2, #9 

Race 7 
Justin Irvine: #8 over #9 

Race 8 
Kim Pluta: #6 over #4 

Race 11 
Don Harmon: #7 over #3, #9 
Kim Pluta: #1 over #4 

Race 12 
Don Harmon: #6 over #8


